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Abstract— We are creating a blockchain-based E-marketplace application. To move the control of an association 

from a single place to several places using E-marketplace stage utilizing the blockchain technology. We are creating 

more chances to utilize the self-enforcement of clever agreements to place especially for safekeeping/deposit and 

process the expense. In blockchain technology, every exchange square which includes the information of replace 

and timestamp is depending on the encryption key of the earlier square, mantling as a time-related cryptographic 

hash chain. All data replaced is checking through the blockchain and is database or log of records to the 

decentralized ledger. This enables trustless transactions since the smart contract is self-executed. The smart contract 

is a protocol to establish a binding between the seller and the buyer, and the executions of the smart contract are 

triggered by events. The shrewd agreement can perform credible exchanges without trusted outsiders, and the 

exchanges on the blockchain are trackable and irreversible. Therefore, both the buyer and the seller can't breach the 

agreement. All processes are recorded on the blockchain including the item dispatch, purchase, delivery, and 

payment. It is trackable and could be submitted to courts as electronic evidence to solve the exchange disputes. The 

decentralized blockchain-based electronic marketplace can offer numerous advantages for e-marketplace members, 

including security, trust, protection, lower exchange expenses, and exchange integrity. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Blockchain technology, the establishment of 

Bitcoin [1], is a decentralized ledger technology which 

performs the transfer, verification, correspondence, and 

storage of networked information through distributed 

nodes without relying on trusted outsiders. In 

blockchain technology, each exchange square which 

contains the data of exchange and timestamp is 

depending on the cryptographic hash of the previous 

square, organizing as a time-related cryptographic hash 

chain. The blockchain is immutable based on severe 

cryptography. Not only the digital currency [2], the 

blockchain technology also provides a promising 

environment for enforcing the smart contract [3]. 

Various blockchain-based applications have been 

proposed such as smart healthcare [4] [5], digital assets 

management [6], Internet of thing (IoT) [7] [3], supply 

chain management [8], and crowd fundraising [9], etc. 

The applications of blockchain technology mentioned 

above have several advantages including: 

 Public: 

Everyone can participate in the execution of the 

consensus convention to become a validator. 

 Decentralized: 

Every validator node is a chairman of the blockchain. 

The members are free to join or leave the peer-to-peer 

network. 

 Immutable: 

Blockchain technology is based on cryptographic 

mechanisms. Every exchange is recorded in the 

blockchain by the hash-based consensus convention. 

The exchanges written into the blockchain can't be 

changed. 

 

 Smart contracts:  
A smart contract is a computer convention running on 

the blockchain. It means to carefully facilitate, verify, or 

enforce the negotiation or performance of a contract. 

[10]. 

Architecture of Blockchain Business Process 

Blockchain symbolizes chain of verified squares 

conveying advanced exchanges. It holds total data of 

client addresses from first square till the last finished 

square. Each square conveys hash pointer connected to 

the hash pointer of the past square in a chain, approved 

value-based information and timestamp. This square at 

that point added to the blockchain after its 

consummation. At that point another square is made 

with a duplicate of complete blockchain and handed-off 

consecutively to the blockchain as conveyed database.  

The recorded value-based information inside 

the square is changeless as it needs enormous figuring 

capacity to catch the entire system of connected gadgets. 

Blockchain will turn out to be increasingly hearty with 

the expansion in associated gadgets on the system. 

Blockchain based e-commerce application 

provides decentralization process where no middle 

person involved between consumers and merchants. All 

transactions performed by the customers are stored in 

blockchain, encrypted and unaltered. Blockchain based 

e-commerce platform has the algorithm which makes an 

open database that contains evaluated quality products, 

review of customers and price list. 

These parameters evaluate by the number of sales of the 

product. Following are the processes that makes e-

commerce a smart blockchain based platform: 
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1. Smart contracts facilitate blockchain that makes 

transactions faster and secure with the decentralized 

marketplace.  

2. There is a decentralized marketplace for selling and 

purchase through cryptocurrency.  

3. The goods inventory can be registered without any 

fees.  

4. Transactions would not have any charges.  

5. There will be no third-party interference for the entire 

process. 

 
Fig 1: Blockchain Reduces Transaction Complexity, 

Cost and Duration of Process 

 

II. RESEARCH ISSUE 

The current e-marketplace ecosystem evolved from 

Internet technologies. It assumes a significant role in the 

worldwide economy. As per the current environment 

and circumstance of the e-market place, we center 

around the accompanying research problem: 

 

1) Pervasive computing: 

The fame of smartphones has drastically changed the 

consumer behavior of the present e-commerce. From the 

advertisement of a game to the purchase and delivery of 

game tickets and the entering to the arena should all be 

possible on a smartphone. Pervasive processing 

provides accesses to the context-related data for making 

moment adaptions to the quickly changing mobile e-

commerce. [11]. 

 

2) Monopoly: 

There is a ton of price-based data asymmetry in 

conventional businesses. Significant e-commerce stages 

have caused syndication, resulting in high commissions, 

price control, and disclosure control. Furthermore, user 

obtaining behavior are collected to infer user data, 

causing security concerns. Especially, Amazon's 

employees leaked information for bribes in China 

recently. 

 

3) Cross-border e-commerce: 

The payment is inefficient, slow, and exorbitant for 

banks and businesses in cross-border e-commerce 

transactions. Subramanian [12] believes that the 

decentralized blockchain-based electronic marketplace 

can offer numerous advantages for e-marketplace 

members, including security, trust, protection, lower 

exchange expenses, and exchange integrity. 

 
Fig 2: Bitcoin_Block_Data 

 

III. PROPOSAL 

We utilize the blockchain technology to 

develop a decentralized E-marketplace stage. We utilize 

the self-enforcement of smart contracts to secure the 

deposit and process the payment. Each transaction is 

verified through the blockchain and is recorded to the 

decentralized ledger. This enables trustless transactions 

since the smart contract is self-executed.  

The smart contract can perform credible 

transactions without trusted outsiders, and the 

transactions on the blockchain are trackable and 

irreversible. Therefore, both the buyer and the seller 

can't breach the contract. All processes are recorded on 

the blockchain including the item dispatch, purchase, 

delivery, and payment. It is trackable and could be 

submitted to courts as electronic evidence to solve the 

transaction disputes. Blockchain-based e-marketplace 

enables information sharing, co-certification, and 

storage transaction for all members on the network. It 

can connect seller and buyer each other directly, so it 

can reduce commissions and improve the transaction 

efficiency. These applications provide more convenient 

consumption process for user. However, it is very 

significant for the consumer experience.  

The smart contract is a convention to establish 

an authoritative between the seller and the buyer, and 

the executions of the smart contract are triggered by 

events. The triggers can be internal events like the 

payment from the buyer to the seller by means of the 

cryptographic forms of money, or external events, for 

example, redeeming a coupon from a buyer. For 

instance, brands coupons are often not honored by the 

chain stores, leading to negative consumer experience 

and negative effect of brand image.  

We receive EOS.IO [13] as our testbed, which 

provides infrastructures for running decentralized 

applications and is very efficient, processing millions of 
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transactions per second. EOS.IO implements the 

delegated confirmation of-stake (DPoS) with Byzantine 

flaw tolerant consensus calculation rather than the 

traditional evidence of-work consensus calculation to 

reduce the transaction latency and improve the 

transaction volume. The EOS.IO just needs the main 21 

square producers, which are selected by nonstop casting 

a ballot of EOS token holders, to achieve consensus.  

The seller transfers items by means of web user 

interface, and the item information will be written to 

smart contract, for example, item title, item description, 

and price. The self-enforcement of smart contract will 

secure the deposit and process the payment when the 

buyer purchases the item. After that, smart contract 

retakes security deposit when the buyer grabs, the seller 

will get the token and the buyer will get the item at the 

same time. In the other hand, smart contract will 

confiscate the secure deposit of the buyer if the buyer 

does not get.  

All processes are recorded on the blockchain 

including the item dispatch, purchase, delivery and 

payment when the transaction finish. Therefore, smart 

contract self-enforces that both the buyer and the seller 

can't breach the contract.  

E-marketplace services providers don't provide 

free service. The decentralized application and the smart 

contract need cost for the maintenance. We proposed a 

fee-parting solution. The developer of decentralized 

application could be paid a little percentage of 

transaction fee from both the buyer and the seller. 

 

V. RESULT 

 

 
Fig 3. Applications Details 

 

In this application having related product information 

here will add the appliances like Electronics, Kitchen 

and Travelling Appliances.  And the offers based on the 

product will update daily. 

 

 
Fig 4. Product Upload Details 

 

In this fill each and every product detail like product 

name, id, company, cost…etc. 

 

 
Fig 5. Offers & Cost Details 

 

In this module user can login or register. After that 

he/she search the required product. And select the 

product based on the price and cost. He/she can see their 

profiles, cart and orders that they placed. 

 

 
Fig 6. Ranking Based Products 

 

In this the user can search for the appliances and select 

the product based on GINI index. GINI index will show 

the more reliable & ranking based product which user 

selected.

 
Fig 7: Comparison of QoS performance. 

 

In this showing comparison of Quality of Service 

complete performance with help of graphical 

representation. 
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Fig 8: Comparison of transmission performance. 

 

In this showing comparison of transmission 

conformation time complete performance with help of 

graphical representation. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The pervasive applications are able to improve 

the customer experience by the efficient delivery of the 

content and the fast responses to the customers' 

demands. Therefore, to have a better experience in 

pervasive e-commerce, it is very critical to ensure the 

ordinary execution of all aspects to complete the 

purchase.  

We believe that the blockchain-based E-

marketplace can offer numerous advantages for e-

commerce, that will bring some benefits, for example, 

increase traceability, tamper resistant, and ensures that 

trust is achieved without the need for centralized power. 

It additionally means that consumers have greater 

transparency and power. There is no central control, 

which prevents from the imposing business model of 

large companies. The smart contract brings some 

benefits are overbooking prevention, double-spending 

prevention, lower transaction expenses, and extortion 

prevention. As we probably are aware, bitcoin is the 

main cryptocurrency and it is really borderless. It 

likewise means the payment will be efficient, quick, and 

cost-reduced for blockchain-based electronic 

marketplace.  

Currently, we are wrapping up our system, 

blockchain technology, and decentralized application to 

manufacture an open chain for future experiments. We 

likewise anticipate the application of blockchain 

technology in mobile registering advertising. 
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